






Leadership

We can all agree that we lack womxn, nonbinary 
and agender people in leadership positions. Most 
presidents and prime-ministers, politicians, CEOs 
and other executives are still men, whose policies 
are likely to be shaped by masculine biases and 
character traits. Given the dominance of male 
leadership, it may be hard for womxn and girls 
to find role models, to imagine alternative lead-
ership styles and rethink what leadership actually 
is supposed to be. Let’s think of what feminist 
leadership would look like!

“Good leadership” is associated with masculine 
traits like competitiveness, decisiveness, tough-
ness and absence of emotions2. Womxn and gen-
der non-confirming individuals are often met with 
a double edged sword in institutions which still 
value such characteristics. When adopting similar 
traits, they tend to be “punished” for not being or 
looking like what is expected from someone in 
their position. They are called a bitch, seen as less 
competent and rated unsympathetic. When exhib-
iting characteristics associated with femininity, 
such as compassion, cautiousness, affection, em-
pathy and ability to compromise, they are pun-
ished for not acting like the gender role associated 
with the position.3 

But simply installing womxn leaders is not 
enough to achieve feminist leadership. Gender 
norms are deeply rooted in institutions. Cri-
sis management is an example of a field which 
structurally favors “masculine” over “feminine” 
leadership. Crisis management has traditionally 
called for  masculine values, such as rationality, 
pragmatism, cost-driven concerns and hierarchy. 
This has in turn down-played feminine values, 
such as helpfulness, empathy and involvement 

with social issues. Interestingly, the Covid-19 
pandemic has initiated a rethink of crisis manage-
ment. In dealing with the pandemic, the tradition-
al approach has fallen short and many have called 
for a more feminine ethics-of-care approach.4

Studies repeatedly find that gender inclusivity 
in leadership enhances performance in business, 
politics and other organizations.5 Also, companies 
with womxn executives tend to make more profit.6 
Some explain womxn leaders’ high performance 
by pointing out that, because of the many barriers 
and biases womxn face, only the most competent 
womxn make it to a leadership position. 

But feminist leadership is not just about wom-
xn holding traditional leadership positions, like 
CEO, prime-minister, editor-in-chief or member 
of parliament. When we want to radically rethink 
leadership to be feminist we need to go beyond 
that. Feminist leadership is inclusive and an-
ti-racist. It holds principles like accountability, 
transparency and vulnerability, which makes it 
easier to admit mistakes. Feminist leaders (who 
not need to be womxn!) create space for others 
to flourish. 

Feminist leadership is about recognizing the 
many leaders who guide, grow, activate, educate 
and nurture their communities and families - as 
happens every day all around us. By crediting 
their work as leadership, the important roles they 
fulfill in our lives will finally be recognized as 
such. Apart from that, attributing greater value to 
everyday, community-based and grassroot forms 
of leadership hopefully encourages more people 
to take up the important work of looking after 
their next of kin.

1: The office or position of a leader  2: Capacity to lead  3: The act or an instance of leading
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Click to 

watch!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1_vwF6nv_DmRtTLBcFvrxg-qc8hOT2_4V/view














https://open.spotify.com/playlist/3Csm8utC3aAg6aXbHt5m5c?si=NmTnztRMRrmhfxs3NvSMEQ&nd=1/file/d/1_vwF6nv_DmRtTLBcFvrxg-qc8hOT2_4V/view
https://youtu.be/3aeEyo8jstM
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